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Estera was her given name at birth. She came to America
at age 3 with her parents, who are holocaust survivors. In
1993, she relocated from New Jersey to New Mexico with
her soul mate Ernie. She has two married children & three
grand-children. She went to Long Island University &
completed Landmarks Curriculum for Living. She also is
involved in growing her talents in her bead artistry by
attending classes, which is ongoing.
Her creative channels for her artistry opened when she
relocated to New Mexico, working with Pearls &
Gemstones. She's able to bring colors & shapes together
to create an exquisite finished product which is very much
in demand from the east coast to the west.
The balance & barmony she puts into each piece, can be
felt by the person buying her jewelry. In this way she's
able to make a contribution to humanity which comes back
to her with much joy. She's currently working with people
to make custom jewelry for their well-being. She can be
reached through Weems for a personal consultation.
Astrology & Gemstones
Capricorn - 12/22 - 1120
Stones - White Sapphires,
Diamonds, Garnets
Aquarius - 1/21 - 2/19
Stones - Amazonite,
Aquamarine, Hematite,
Amber
Pisces - 2/20 - 3/20
Stones - White Opal, Jade,
Pearls, Amethyst
Aries - 3/21 - 4/20
Stones - Amethyst,
Emeralds, Ruby, Diamond
Taurus - 4/21 - 5/21
Stones - Rose Quartz, Emeralds, Lapis
Lazuli
Gemini - 5/22 - 6/21
Stones - Citrine, Amber, Tourmaline
Cancer - 6/22 - 7/22
Stones - Yellow Topaz, Tiger's Eye,
Ruby
Leo - 7/23 - 8/23
Stones - Yellow Topaz, Tiger's Eye
Virgo - 8/24 - 9/22
Stones - Amethyst, Carnelian, Pyrite
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Libra - 9/23 - 10/22
Stones - Opal, Jade
Scorpio - 10/23 - 11/21
Stones - Ruby, Garnets,
Carnelian, Black Pearls
Sagittarius - 11/22 - 12121
Stones - Turquoise,
Amethyst, Citrine

SOME OF YOUR FAVORITE GEMSTONES
Aventurine - Success & Achievement
Aquamarine - Release Emotions & Combats Depression
Amazonite - Opens up inspirational faculties
Amber - Calms, restlessness has a grounding effect
Amethyst - Promotes brian power & intelligence, grants
freedom from concern, relieves headaches & addictive
influences.
Black Onyx - Support self control
Carnelian - Helps keep your feet on the ground, reenergizes & regenerates; alleviates worry, stomach aches
Citrine - Puts a positive tone to communication; acts as an
agent between lower & higher self.
Diamonds - Enhances self Confidence
Emeralds - Helps communications enhances self
confidence & promotes learning
Fluorite - Common sense & personal intuition
Garnet - Balances Sexual Drives
Hematite - Relieves depression, aches & pains
Jade - Balances Kidney functions, bolsters courage to make
compassionate decisions
Lapis - Deepens activities on the material level; heightens
the hidden inner senses.
Moonstone - Balances moodiness/ relieves stomach aches
Opal - Frees up energy, enhances judgement & awareness
Pearls - Offers soothing consolation; lessons
depression & loneliness, strengthens bones
Pearls Black - Grants calm in troubled times
Peridot - Bolsters optimism; lends inner strength
Rose Quartz - Love, Faith, Fidelity & Tranquility
Ruby - Supports inner faith & courage needed to
face the world
Sapphire - Combines discipline with friendliness
Smokey Quarts - Enhances relaxation
Tiger Eye - For courage & confidence
Tourmaline - Helps concentration
Turquoise - Protects against catastrophe; bealing
& detoxing powers

